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PUBLICATIONS
I. New Publications
1)

Books

ASIAN AMERICANS: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR PUBLIC LIBRARIES.
Comp, by
Asian Americans Librarians Caucus, Bibliographic Committee.
Chicago: Office for Library Service to the Disadvantaged, American
Library Association, 1977. vi, 47 pp.

Intended primarily as an acquisitions guide for public libraries,
this small volume includes annotated references to selected adult
and children's titles in print relating to major Asian American
groups. Titles are arranged in separate sections: Asian Americans,
Chinese Americans, Japanese Americans, and Filipino Americans, with
subsections on children's books under the sections on Chinese and
Japanese Americans. There is a separate listing of periodicals,
and a directory of bookstores and small publishers.
CHUKA JIMMIN KYDWAKOKU SOSHIKIBETSU
1977.

433, 61 pp.
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A substantial revision of an edition published in 1975, this
directory contains comprehensive listings of the personnel in
government, party, and military organizations of the People's
Republic of China, at national, provincial, and municipal levels,
including scientific and educational institutions, people's
organizations, and sports associations, as well as a full
diplomatic list of personnel in Chinese embassies abroad and in
foreign embassies in China. Names of officials and organizations
appear in both Chinese characters and in English. Most personal
names are followed by a date of the source of information, the
sources »in most cases being the People's Daily, New China News
Agency, Radio Peking, or local broadcasts. Name indices in
Chinese characters and in Wade-Giles romanization appear at the
end of the volume.
DOCTORAL

DISSERTATIONS ON CHINA, 1971-1975:
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF STUDIES IN
WESTERN LANGUAGES.
Comp. & ed. by Frank Joseph Shulman. Seattle,
London: University of Washington Press, 1978. xx, 329 pp.
This volume is the first in a projected series of five-year
supplements to Doctoral Dissertations on China: A Bibliography
of Studies in Western Languages, 1945-1970 by Leonard H. D.
Gordon and Frank Joseph Shulman (University of Washington Press,
1972). It contains entries for 1573 doctoral dissertations,
indexed by author, degree-awarding institution, and subject,
accepted by institutions of higher learning in North America,
Europe, Australia, Hong Kong, and India between 1971 and 1975.
Also included are 228 entries for dissertations completed between
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1945 and 1970 not listed in the earlier volume. Virtually all
academic subjects are covered, ranging from anthropology, religion,
and history, to literature, economics, and the natural sciences.
Each dissertation cited includes information on the location of
any published abstracts, information on the availability of
dissertations, and, where appropriate, details about the
publication of book-length manuscripts based on the dissertations
themselves.
FAR EASTERN POLITICS: CHINA, JAPAN, KOREA, 1950-1975: AN INDEX TO INTER
NATIONAL POLITICAL SCIENCE ABSTRACTS, VOLUMES 1 TO 25. Comp.
by Anthony Ferguson. Paris: International Political Science
Association, 1977. 235 pp. $12.50.
This 25-year index to the periodical articles on East Asia
abstracted in the International Political Science Abstracts
(IPSA) lists in separate sections 1585 entries on Chinese politics,
771 on Japanese politics, and 235 on Korean politics. The
section for each country is preceded by a subject index; the
entries in each section are arranged alphabetically by author
under broad subject classifications (i.e., agriculture,
bureaucracy, communism, economy, foreign policy). The titles
of all foreign language entries have been rendered into English,
with non-English language codes to indicate the language in which
the article was written. At the end of the volume is a combined
author index for all three sections.
JAPANESE RARE AND OLD BOOKS: ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHICAL GUIDE OF REFERENCE
WORKS. By Yasuko Makino. Tokyo: Hobundo, 1977. 76 pp.
This volume lists 157 works in Japanese which the compiler has
identified as being useful to the cataloger, bibliographer, or
scholar in dealing with old and rare materials in Japanese. Among
the works included are catalogs of general and specialized
collections of rare books, bibliographies, dictionaries of
cursive kana and Chinese characters, and of special subjects
such as the theater, music, Shinto and Buddhist temples and terms,
as well as place names, chronologies, handbooks, and manuals.
Each entry appears in romanization (with translated title) and in
Chinese characters and has a paragraph of descriptive and
evaluative annotation. There are separate author, title, and
subject indices, and a glossary of special terms.
JAPANESE WRITINGS ON COMMUNIST CHINESE LAW, 1946-1974: A SELECTED ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY.
By Sung Yoon Cho. Washington, D. C.: Library of
Congress, 1977. 223 pp.
(For sale by Superintendent of Documents,
U. S. Government Printing Office, $3.25)
All but a few of the 1086 entries in this bibliography refer to
monographs, periodical articles, and translations on Chinese
Communist law and the related topics of politics, economics, land
reform, people's communes, and international relations published
in Japanese from 1946 to 1974. The entries, followed by descrip
tive annotations, are arranged alphabetically by romanized author
under various subject categories. Most of the works listed are
currently available in the Library of Congress; others have been
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selected from Japanese bibliographies and indices. A list of peri
odicals cited and an author index are included at the end of the
volume.
JAPANESE A-BOMB LITERATURE: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY.
Comp. by Wayne P.
Lammers and Osamu Masaoka. Wilmington, Ohio: Hiroshima/Nagasaki
Memorial Collection, Wilmington College, 1977. $6.50.
Undertaken as part of a translation project of the Hiroshima/
Nagasaki Memorial Collection, this bibliography lists all of the
Japanese-language works in the Collection as of July, 1977,
together with many other important works dealing with the atomic
bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The nearly 500 titles listed
are divided into such categories as fiction, poetry, documentary
works, graphic works, personal accounts of A-bomb experiences,
and peace education. The annotations are entirely in English,
the Japanese characters for the authors and titles being provided
in an appendix. Important names and terms are glossed. Available
from the Hiroshima/Nagasaki Memorial Collection, Wilmington College
Peace Resource Center, Wilmington, Ohio 45177.
JAPANFORSCHUNG IN OSTERREICH.
Ed. by Josef #reiner, Ruth Linhart, Sepp
Linhart, Peter Pantzer, and Erich Pauer. Wien: Institut fiir
Japanologie der UniversitSt Wien, 1976. x, 413 pp. OS 350.
This volume represents a valuable addition to our knowledge of
the development and current state of Japanese studies in the West.
Part I (pp. 1-108) reviews the growth of Austrian scholarship about
Japan from its beginnings in the mid-19th century through 1975; Part
11 (pp. 109-226) focuses on the leading centers for research on
Japan within Vienna and contains articles on 1) the Institut fUr
Japanologie der UniversitHt Wien, 2) the Japanese holdings of the
Osterreichisches Museum fur angewandte Kunst (Austrian Museum for
Applied Arts), among them textiles, furniture, scrolls, and ukiyo-e
prints, and 3) the vast collections of Japanese clothing, household
and farming utensils, and armor found within the Museum fiir
VolkeBkunde (Museum of Ethnology). The final part (pp. 329-398)
consists of extensive bibliographical listings of Austrian books,
articles, and dissertations about Japan written before and since
the dissolution of the Hapsburg Monarchy (1918). Anyone
seriously interested in European research about Japan will regard
this volume as an essential reference work.
(Frank Joseph Shulman)
KOKURITSU TOSHOKAN SHOZO CHUGOKUGO,

CHOSENGO ZASSHI MOKUROKU
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N a t i o n a l i s e ! Library Catalog of Chinese and
Korean Periodicals, 1976. Tokyo: National Diet Library, 1977.
65 pp.
n

This listing of 1166 Chinese and 659 Korean periodicals held by
the National Diet Library is a revised and enlarged version of
a previous listing that appeared as an appendix to the 1973
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edition of the National Diet Library Catalog of Japanese Periodicals
(pub. 1974). Each title listed includes the place of publication,
publisher, and a summary statement of NCL holdings. Changes of
title are also indicated.
NIHON SHOSEKI SOMOKUROKU
# fa £ &
ft
&
.
Shuppan KySkai. Tokyo: ^ 9 7 7 . 2 vol?

Comp. Nihon Shoseki

Compiled and published by the Japan Book Publishers Association
in commeration of its 20th anniversary, this comprehensive listing
of current Japanese trade publications represents the Japanese
equivalent of Books in Print. The first volume lists 187,668
titles in Japanese and in Western languages issued by 2,156
publishers and covers virtually all trade monographs in print
(including yearbooks and annual publications but excluding
periodicals, text books, government publications, maps, and sheet
music). Volume two provides indices for 78,898 names of
authors, translators, and editors, and for series titles,
to which is appended a listing of publishers and their addresses.
The 1979 edition is scheduled for publication in the spring of 1979,
and annual editions are to be published thereafter. This work may
be used in conjunction with the familiar Shuppan nenkan, which
comprises an annual listing of new trade books and periodicals.
(Thaddeus Ohta)

2)

Dissertations

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHINESE COLLECTION IN THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS.
By
Hu, Shu Chao. Ph.D. The Florida State University, 1977. 350 pp.
(DAI v. 38, no. 5; Nov. 1977)
THE SEMANTIC PROBLEMS OF TRANSLATED SUBJECT HEADINGS EXEMPLIFIED IN THE
LIST OF KOREAN SUBJECT HEADINGS.
By Koh, (Gertrude) Soonja Lee.
Ph.D.
University of Pittsburgh, 1977. 348 pp. (DAI v. 38,
no. 7; Jan. 1978)
(Frank Joseph Shulman)

II.

Publishing Notes

25th Noma-sho awarded to JPTC Manager. Akio Takeuchi, Manager, Book Export
Department, Japan Publications Trading Company, was awarded the 25th Noma-sho,
the highest honor in the publishing industry in Japan. In recognition of
his substantial contribution to the booktrade, the Noma Hokokai presented
him the 1977 award on December 15, 1977, in Tokyo. Mr. Takeuchi is known by
many librarians and scholars abroad for his dependable and efficient service
in providing Japanese books to libraries around the world.
(Hisao Matsumoto)
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Japan's Largest Book Store to Open in 1978. The largest book store in Japan
is scheduled to open in May, 1978, on the site of the former headquarters
of Y lima Construction Co., (5-3 Yaesu, ChQ5-ku, Tokyo). Incorporated as
Yaesu Book Center in July, 1977, the store will take up nine floors, including
one below ground level, with a total floor space of approximately 5650
square meters and the capacity to display 200,000 titles, or every single
title currently available in Japan. (Ninon shoseki sOmokuroku, 1977-78,
lists 187,668 titles in print as of September, 1977.) The Book Center is
the brainchild of the late Kajima Morinosuke (1896-1975), who bemoaned the
fact that many scholarly works were gathering dust in publishers' warehouses
for lack of space in regular book stores. He attended the groundbreaking
ceremony in the summer of 1975, and upon his death later that year, a copy
of the blueprints for the Book Center was laid in his coffin.
Fearing unfair competition, bookdealers have demonstrated stiff opposition
to the Book Center, but Mr.Kajima's nephew, Kawai Zenjiro, president of the
Yaesu Book Center, is quite unperturbed. He explains that the average book
store generally carries about 10,000 titles, or 5 per cent of the total
titles available. The Book Center, therefore, would serve as a showcase for
the remaining 95 per cent. Moreover, even among the 10,000 titles which
would overlap with those in the book stores, Mr. Kawai reckons that only
about 1,000 titles are in heavy demand. Therefore, the so-called competition
would involve only one-half of one per cent of all titles available on the
market. He hopes that the Book Center will serve as a clearing house for
titles not in stock in the smaller book stores.
(Excerpted from Asahi shimbun,
Oct. 28, 1977).
(Frank Yorichika)

Microfiche Edition of "ShinchS" Magazine Published. Nihon Kindai
Bungakukan has published a microfiche edition of Shincho.
A complete run of
the magazine, from the first issue (May, 1904) through the 490th (March, 1948)
is now available on 1317 sheets of microfiche issued in 13 book-size cases.
It is accompanied by an index volume compiled by Odagiri Susumu. This
microfiche edition is distributed by Yagi Shoten (3-8 Kanda 0gawa-ch5,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101) and priced as follows: Meiji-hen, 110,000 yen;
Taisho-hen, 290,000 yen; Showa-hen, 380,000 yen; or 720,000 for the complete
set. The index volume: ShinchO sOmokuji shippitsusha sakuin is priced at
15,000 yen.
The production of microfiche editions of periodicals is a continuing
undertaking of the Nihon Kindai Bungakukan, and it is expected that
periodicals such as TaiyS, Bungei kurabu, Bunsho sekai, and BunshO kurabu
will become available in due course.
(Excerpted from Asahi shimbun, Oct.
20, 1977)
(Frank Yorichika)
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Phi Theta Papers in New Printed Format. The Oriental Languages Student
Association of the University of California at Berkeley announces the publi
cation of Volume XIV of the Phi Theta Papers in a new format. This volume
includes articles on the life and works of Yang Shou-ching, Taoist poetry,
the life of Ti Jen-chieh, the influence of Russian fiction on Chinese fiction,
and a comparative analysis of the novels Chin Ping Mei and Adolphe.
Copies
may be obtained at $4.00 each from the Oriental Languages Department,
Durant Hall, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720.

Korean language text books available on film. Two handy and useful trans
literated conversational Korean text books which have long been out of
print may now be obtained in photocopies for 15 cents per exposure by
writing to the Printed Archives Branch (NNHP), the National Archives and
Records Service, Washington, D. C. 20409.
1) U. S. War Department. Korean: a guide to the spoken language.
Washington: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1944. 78 pp. (Technical
manual 30-342) 40 exposures including both cover and title pages.
2) U. S. War Department. Korean phrase book. Washington: U. S.
Government Printing Office, 1944. 129 pp. (Technical manual 30-642)
65 Exposures including both cover and title pages.
(Key P. Yang)

Publication of paper by Gene Hsiao. A paper prepared by Gene Ch'ing-sung
Hsiao entitled, "Cooperative Production and Exchange of Asian Bibliographic
Data," has been published in Selected Papers in Asian Studies, Vol. II,
Western Conference, Association for Asian Studies (sold by Jonathan Porter,
Department of History, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico),
1977.

PRC State Publications Bureau Holds National Forum. A National forum on
publishing was recently held in Peking under the auspices of the State
Publications Bureau of the State Council. The forum called on publishing
houses throughout the country to put out more and better books for socialism
Efforts should be made to bring into full play the initiative of the
professional writers as the backbone force and at the same time to train
more writers from among workers, peasants, and soldiers, it declared.
Attending the forum were leading members of the publishing houses under the
State Publications Bureau and various ministries and commissions of the
State Council and leading members of publications bureaus of various provinces,
municipalities, and autonomous regions. Chang Ping-hua and Chu Mu-chih,
director and deputy director of the Propaganda Department of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of China, made speeches at the forum.
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In addition to putting out more works by Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin,
Chairman Mao's works, and contemporary books of various kinds, the forum pointed
out, attention must be paid to editing, compiling, translating, and doing
research on ancient Chinese classics and foreign works. Particularly, writers
should be encouraged to apply Marxism to guide their creative academic
studies and literary creation. Great efforts must be devoted to translating
and publishing advanced theory and technical material on natural science
from other countries. Translation of more books in minority languages and
encouraging and supporting writers to write in minority languages were
stressed at the forum.
The forum discussed the publication plans for 1978 and for the 1978-1985 period,
which set the following targets: Publication will set an all-time record both
in variety and in quality by 1980 through the publishing of new books and at
the same time the reprinting and revising of a number of books published in
the past 28 years; there will be a great increase in both number and variety
of books before 1985 with the publication of new material in every field of
learning and every scientific discipline, and the speed and quality of
printing will reach advanced world levels for part of the books.
(From FBIS. Daily Report.
People's Republic of China.
12 January, 1978)

Work begun on two new reference guides. Frank Joseph Shulman (East Asia
Collection, University of Maryland, College Park) has initiated work on two
definitive reference guides for postwar Western-language writings about
East Asia.
The first, A Classified Guide to Reviews of Books about China,
Japan, and Korea Reviewed in Western-Language Periodicals Since 1945, is
envisaged as a two-volume listing of books published over a 35-40 year period
that have been reviewed or described in book notes within several hundred
Asian, Australian, European, and North American magazines. The books them
selves will include publications written in East Asian languages that have
been introduced to the West through the reviewing media. A typical entry
will provide complete bibliographical information about the book reviewed
together with a listing of known reviews in which the names of the reviewers
and the language of each review (if other than English) will be specified.
The entire listing will be arranged by broad subject in order that the
published volumes may simultaneously serve as a selective guide to books
on China, Japan, and Korea available in various fields.
v

Index Japonicus:
A Classified Bibliography of Western-Language Articles
Relating to Japan Published in Periodicals and Various Collected
Publications
(Including Festschriften and Composite Works of Identified Multiple
Authorship) Since 1945, in turn, will be a multivolume guide containing
at least 50,000 entries. Every effort will be made to provide comprehensive
and exhaustive coverage, and it is anticipated that a very significant
percentage of the entries will represent items that have never been listed
in the annual volumes of the Bibliography of Asian Studies.
A minimum of
2,000 journals will be examined as part of this project, and all academic
disciplines in the humanities and the social sciences will be covered.
Entries will be incorporated for work on Japanese foreign relations and the
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overseas Japanese communities as well as for the Japanese home islands.
While Index Japonicus will essentially be unannotated, each entry will not
only contain standard bibliographical information but will also seek to
include a translation in the case of non-English language titles, information
on whether an article has been reprinted or translated elsewhere, and brief
explanatory notes as necessary. There may also be some indication whether
an article is primarily academic or popular in nature. Both reference works
will require several years to complete—depending in part on the availability
of outside financial assistance—and the cut-off dates for their respective
coverage will be a still undetermined year during the 1980s in order that
the volumes may be as up-to-date as possible when published.
(Frank Joseph Shulman)
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